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DHL continues to proudly support Surf Life Saving
New Zealand, and we would like to recognise
the valuable contribution that New Zealand’s
lifeguards make to our communities each summer.
Thanks for your dedication, from the DHL New Zealand team.

Delivering Safer Beaches

Help keep
our favourite
playground safe

When you leave a bequest or make a donation
to Surf Life Saving, you’re ensuring our favourite
playground is safe for everyone.
A century ago we began providing beach patrols because the beach was one of New
Zealand’s favourite recreation places. Today, 2.3 million people go to the beach at least once
during the summer, either with friends, a family day out or the iconic kiwi holiday.
But beaches can be treacherous and your support will help equip our volunteer Surf
Lifeguards with essential rescue skills and equipment. Importantly your help means we can
deliver public education programmes to more than 300,000 people every summer.

The beach, it’s our favourite playground and together we can
ensure the playground is safe for everyone.
For more information on bequests and donations, please contact;
Nigel Cox, Surf Life Saving New Zealand
ph 04 3827217 email nigel.cox@surflifesaving.org.nz
or visit www.surflifesaving.org.nz
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disclaimer
Surf Rescue is the official magazine produced
by Surf Life Saving New Zealand (SLSNZ),
designed/published by Fingerprint Design Ltd.
Advertising statements and editorial opinions
expressed in the magazine do not necessarily
reflect the views of the organisation, its
executives, the Board or the committees or of
the publisher or staff unless expressly stated.
Any communications can be forwarded to the
Editor, see contact details below.

surf life saving new zealand
PRESIDENT Jim Campbell
Board Mr Graeme Cullen (Chairman)

from the editor’s desk

lets
celebrate
A summer regarded as the best in years has
now come to a close and this edition of Surf
Rescue captures the successes of the season.
Four outstanding rescues by our members
are acknowledged with Rescue of the Month
Awards. Last year’s BP Surf Rescue of the
Year winners, (Lilah Foote, Rebekah Gee and
Briar Macken) rescue of a family from an
upturned boat are acknowledged again, this
time as recipients of Surf Life Saving’s first
‘Gold Award’ from the New Zealand Search
and Rescue Awards.
The close of our summer Surf Rescue edition
highlights the personal successes of over
2,000 members from those in the 10 years
and under age group at the Ocean Athlete
events to the 70-79 age group at the NZ
Masters Championships. We also look at
the NZ Team’s preparation for the World
Lifesaving Championships in Germany.

Mr Grant Florence, Mrs Heather Kohn,
Mr David Lean JP, QSO, Mr Tony Roddan,
Mr Brian Velvin.

ceo
Geoff Barry

business
BUSINESS MANAGER John O’Connell
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER Nigel Cox
Finance Manager Cheryl Lyster
Marketing Assistant Jess Limbrick
Organisational Development Paul Veric
Information Manager (Part time) Jo Bailey
Centenary Coordinator (Part time) Marilyn Moffatt
Admin & stock (Part time) Stacey O’Dowd,
Nick Mulcahy, Lauren Mann

lifesaving
Lifesaving Manager Brett Sullivan
Lifesaving Development Manager Nathan Hight
Lifesaving Development Dave Hickey
Lifesaving Development Tim Marsden
Lifesaving Development Zoë Canvin

sport
Sport Manager Mark Weatherall
Coach and High Performance Manager Alex Chiet
Event Manager (vacant)

From recent research completed we close
the season knowing that when asked to
think of an organisation involved in water
safety in New Zealand, more than 60% of
the public named Surf Life Saving as their
first response. When asked to name who
they believe is the leading water safety
organisation in New Zealand, Surf Life
Saving is named twice as often as any other
organisation with nearly half naming Surf Life
Saving New Zealand as the leading water
safety organisation in New Zealand.

surf rescue magazine

Surf Life Saving – New Zealand’s leading
aquatic essential service.

communications@surflifesaving.org.nz

Editor John O’Connell, SLSNZ
Design Fingerprint Design: us@fingerprintdesign.co.nz
Surf Rescue is delivered free to members of
Surf Life Saving New Zealand.
Surf Life Saving New Zealand Inc.
Level 3, 202 Cuba St,
PO Box 9205,
Wellington,
New Zealand
Ph 04 384 8325
Fax 04 385 4381

www.surflifesaving.org.nz
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explains how the recent
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strategic changes and
commitments SLSNZ
has made over the last
five years.
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SURF
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Long awaited victory
for Bay of Plenty
as they erase more
than a decade of
disappointment.

35 crews entered into
the second Trillian
Trust Surf Boat Series.
The series came to a
crashing end at the Piha
Big Wave Classic. Check
out the great competition
and some spectacular
photos.
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Papamoa defend their
under 14 championship
title in style.
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The superior surf skills
of Gisborne’s Midway
club helped them win
back the Northern
Regional Championship
crown.

NZCT
Surf Life Saving
Championships 2008.

Surf Life Saving is grateful for the support from our principal funder the
New Zealand Lottery Grants Board.
Over the last ten years the New Zealand Lottery Grants Board has, through their annual grants
process, allocated over $20m to Surf Life Saving throughout New Zealand.
In 2007 / 2008 the Outdoor Safety Committee allocated $3.1m to Surf Life Saving. Without these
funds we would struggle to sustain the level of service currently provided by Surf Lifeguards
throughout New Zealand. Thank you.

Cory Hutchings learns
a whole new set of
skills, and proves to be
a popular choice with
fans in Dancing with
the Stars.

NIVEA SUN
RESCUE
OF THE
month

24 32
26

On the 21st of July, the
World Champs will kick
off in Berlin. NZ sends
12 athletes to compete.

When considering topics you might be interested in reading about I
thought that a ‘staff’ up-date might be timely because of the changes
we have had in recent months. We currently have a little over 16 full
time staff equivalents. The staff function in three teams reflecting the
structure of the organisation’s strategic and management plans:

Lifesaving
Brett Sullivan

Lifesaving Manager

Nathan Hight

Lifesaving Development Manager (Tauranga)

Zoë Canvin

Lifesaving Development Officer

David Hickey

Lifesaving Development Officer (Auckland)

Tim Marsden

Lifesaving Development Officer

Sport
Mark Weatherall

Sport Manager (Tauranga)

Alex Chiet		

Coach and High Performance Manager

To be Appointed

Event Manager (Tauranga)

Business

ceo news
While SLSNZ
income has
increased by
more than
100% in the last
seven years we
have managed
to keep the
percentage
of overhead
to income at
between 20%
and 24%

John O’Connell

Business Manager

Nigel Cox		

Business Development Manager

Cheryl Lyster

Finance Manager

Jess Limbrick

Marketing Assistant

Jo Bailey (.8)

Information Manager

Lauren Mann (.3)

Administration Support

Marilyn Moffatt (.5) Centenary Coordinator
Stacey O’Dowd (.5) Administration Support
Nick Mulchay (.2)

Warehouse and Stock Distribution

Paul Veric is employed on a two-year fixed term contract to facilitate
organisational development.
It is always difficult for the Board to determine what is an appropriate
level of staffing. This will be a function of a number of variables such as:
• The level of funding available and the commitments/deliverables
that flow from that
• The degree of external engagement with stakeholders and partners
• The level of centralisation of programme development and delivery
• The level of outsourcing and sub contracting both externally
and internally
Reflecting on the history of Surf Life Saving New Zealand it is
interesting to note the following organisational income/staffing levels
over the last seventeen years.

Income & Overhead vs Staffing
Annual
Report

Total
Income

Staff
No.s

% of income
to overhead

1990

$1,182,854

8

44

1995

$3,124,352

10

30

2000

$3,017,107

13

34

2004

$4,491,505

11

22

2007

$6,021,700

15

22

While SLSNZ income has increased by more than 100% in the last
seven years we have managed to keep the percentage of overhead to
income at between 20% and 24%.
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staffing outputs

income growth

The recent growth in staffing (one per year over the last five years)

While income growth has been an important critical success factor for

reflects the strategic changes and commitments SLSNZ has made in

SLSNZ just as important has been the success in reducing historic

the same period.

reliance on certain sources. In 1999 63% of our income came from

One key outcome is what the business team, led by John O’Connell,
have achieved in income generation, profile and recognition. This
has been a progressive process and the fact this year we were able
to invest over $150,000 in National Jandal Day as a mechanism
to generate funding at District and Club level reflects where we are
looking to go over the next few years. The business team has grown,
and will need to continue to grow, to reflect the increased output.
Our purpose is ‘Drowning and Injury Prevention’ and as the Lifesaving
Team, led by Brett Sullivan, has evolved their planning and looked to
implement new programmes and initiatives then additional staffing
has been required. Growth in the lifesaving team has been relatively
recent but reflects the priorities associated with drowning prevention.

NZLGB, 16% from sponsorship and 12% from funding avenues like
WSNZ. The pie graph illustrates the level of diversification achieved
in eight years.
Our future planning is placing increased emphasis on means of selfgenerating income via fundraising and pursuing relevant business
opportunities. This is a deliberate approach to further reducing
reliance on specific sources of funding – especially charity gaming.
We also see the role of the national organisation to create
opportunities for the membership to leverage and raise funding
locally. The current example of this approach is Bach 22 National
Jandal Day. Over $250,000 was raised and distributed to Clubs and
Districts in 2007 and we anticipate seeing significant increases on
this in future collections

The placement of Nathan Hight in Tauranga was a deliberate step to
provide support to Lifesaving development in the Auckland and Bay
of Plenty area.

Income to Overhead 1997 - 2007

Sport plays an important role within our membership. While the

$ 7,000,000

sport team, led by Mark, has had the smallest staffing adjustments

$ 6,000,000

in the period there has been a significant expansion in outputs
with enhancement in high performance and coaching along with
increased investment in regional events to ensure these important
areas also develop.

income

$ 5,000,000
$ 4,000,000
$ 3,000,000

the future

$ 2,000,000

To coin a phrase from the draft SLSNR Strategic Plan, “to

$ 1,000,000

overhead

stay where we are is not an option”. The Board is leading an
‘97

‘Organisational Development’ project, (Project Groundswell see

‘98

‘99

‘00

‘01

‘02

‘03

‘04

‘05

page 37). The outcomes of the project will influence the ‘look and
feel’ of Surf Life Saving in the future. The structure, framework,

Income Source Profile

responsibilities and accountabilities will define resourcing and
staffing needs and how we deliver our services and programmes

1999 - $3 million

2007 - $6 million

in the most effective and efficient way. This is a Surf Life Saving in
New Zealand project involving all members, Clubs, Districts and the
National Organisation.
The trend for several decades has seen an increase in the number
of people being paid to deliver services to Surf Life Saving. At all
levels (Club, District, New Zealand) this has been evident. The
trend is not unique in the not-for-profit environment and is linked to
expected accountabilities and standards, the level of administration
required, and pressures on volunteer time. To ensure we can

NZLGB

NZLGB

sustain the level of voluntary input into Surf Life Saving it is my

Sponsorship

Sponsorship

view that we will need to continue to develop our paid professional

Misc.

Misc.

WSNZ

Fundraising

structures. In saying that, we also have an obligation to ensure that
the paid structures are efficient and effective and deliver the best
possible outcomes to the members and funders of Surf Life Saving
and ultimately the public of New Zealand.

SPARC
Gaming Grants

‘06

‘07

hu.
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heads
up

Olympians
Seven Surf Life Saving
Members have booked
tickets to Beijing as
this issue goes to print.
Congratulations to Andrea
Hewitt (Triathlon), Dean
Kent, Moss Burmester,
Natasha Hind (Swimming)
and Mike Walker, Steven
Ferguson and Erin Taylor
(Kayaking)

SLSNZ have made
a bid to host the
2011 World Water
Safety Conference.
If successful the
world conference
will be held in
Christchurch
prior to the NZ
Championships.
The conference is
part of a number
of initiatives
built around the
centenary of Surf
Life Saving during
the 2010/2011
summer.

Staff changes include
new District Managers
Naomi Fergusson
and Megan Cleverley
in Surf Life Saving
Hawkes Bay and
Bay of Plenty. Zoë
Canvin replaced Mike
King as Life Saving
Development Officer
at SLSNZ.

pg4

The Lifesaving
accreditation
review is now
complete
and over the
winter the
new manuals,
certificates and
posters will be
developed for
their launch in
spring.

shares for good
Shares for Good was set up by the
Robin Hood Foundation to provide a
charitable home for unwanted shares
and SLSNZ is a recipient charity of the
programme. Throughout NZ there are
many shareholders who, for various
reasons, own just a few shares, which
often cost more to sell than they
are worth. These shares combined
collectively could make a very real
difference to charities in New Zealand.
www.sharesforgood.co.nz

BP surf rescue of the year
The winners of the 2007 BP Surf Rescue of the Year have
been awarded a Gold Award from the NZ Search and
Rescue Council. See page 29.
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SCRATCH
TO WIN

groundswell

Web page
update

The ‘Scratch to Win’ Surf Life Saving
promotion was a success again this
year. Tickets were sold through The
Warehouse stores, the first prize (Holden
Barina car) was won in the third week.

The project, the purpose of which is to ‘Determine the most effective way to ensure
SLSNZ’s purpose, ‘preventing drowning and injury in New Zealand’, is delivered to
our communities’ is well underway. Districts met in December to approve the terms
of reference. Research NZ have just completed research working with Clubs and
Districts to help establish the next step in this project. See page 37.

Surf Life Saving’s home page now has a
scrolling media section. The latest news
feeds are updated daily giving real time
news links across the country. Check it out
www.surflifesaving.org.nz

Lifesaving Statistics

Surf Club 174 TV series went to
air over summer and has been a
great success in its first year with
ratings higher than those of the
programme it replaced in three of
four demographics. The programme,
targeting 7-14 years introduced the
beach and surf skills to children.
See page 35.

While the weather this
summer has been a marked
improvement over last
year’s slow start to summer,
patrol activity is similar to
previous years.
Total Hours: 173,566
Rescues: 1,802
First Aids: 1,734
Searches: 333
Preventative Actions:
107,455 involving 311,243
members of the public
For the second
successive year
Surf Life Saving
New Zealand has
been chosen as
the charity partner
of The Warehouse
for their Suppliers
Charity Ball to be
held in August. Last
year’s event raised
a record $508,000.

Bach 22 National Jandal
Day raised a total of
$260,000 in its first year.
In early February, SLSNZ
distributed proceeds
back to the areas they
were raised, once all
income from businesses
and other sources was
collected. Mark your
calendar for this year,
5th December 2008.

2008
2008 marks a double
IRB celebration. 40 years
of the BP sponsorship
with Surf Life Saving and
30th year of the IRB.
During the month of
October, look out for
Surf Life Saving
merchandise sales in
BP sites and a special
edition of Surf Rescue.

pg13
NZ Team named
Glenn Anderson (Captain) - Papamoa
Michael Buck - Mairangi Bay
Ben Willis - New Plymouth Old Boys
Kevin Morrison - Mairangi Bay
Steven Kent - Titahi Bay
Andrew McMillan - St Clair
Nikki Cox - Westshore
Johanna O’Connor - Mt Maunganui
Chelsea Maples - Mt Maunganui
Julia Toomey - Sumner
Georgina Toomey - Sumner
Ayla Dunlop-Barrett - New Plymouth Old Boys

Management Team

Australian Titles Surf Life Saving Australia has announced it will look at alternative venue options for the 2010 Australian
Surf Life Saving Championships. After 12 years at Kurrawa Beach in Queensland the Champs moved to Perth for three years in
2007. From 2010 it was to be based at Coffs Harbour in NSW. The reconsideration is “due to the various financial, logistical and
environmental requirements at the proposed site at Boambee Beach in Coffs Harbour, which may not be resolved in time to allow
the detailed event planning necessary in the lead up to 2010 championships.”In the meantime the venue for 2010 when the Perth
host agreement expires next year is undecided.

Jim Warwick (Manager), John Bryant
(Coach), Scott Bartlett (Assistant Coach),
Brent Wilson and Rochelle Creighton
(Assistant Managers) and Kate Bonner
(Sports Therapist).
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Jim Campbell isn’t afraid to
admit he got “hooked” at
a young age. After getting
his first taste of action as a
15 year old, he immediately
knew one hit would not
be enough. He’d never
experienced anything like it.
He needed more…

As President of
Surf Life Saving
New Zealand,
Jim Campbell
celebrates 64 years
of involvement with
the organisation.

jim
campbell
“Anyone who takes part in a rescue at a young age

many obtain their first surf boats and establish surf

the patrolled area. “It was a biggie,” he says, pulling

will catch the bug,” he says. “Pulling someone out of

boat crews.

out some photos of his catch lying on the sand after

the surf to rescue them is an indescribable feeling, a

“It was no skin off my nose to get things going,” he

real buzz.”

says in his typical easy-going style.

It’s now 2008 and Jim is still hooked. His substance

A talented surf boat rower himself, 1970 and 1971

of choice: SURF. Currently the President of Surf Life

saw Jim lead his Titahi Bay crew to two consecutive

Saving New Zealand, this year Jim will celebrate 64

victories in the testing Cook Straight Boat Race. “It

years of his involvement with the organisation. Full of

was hard. Crews had to follow a guide boat to make

energy and never short of things to chat about, Jim

sure they didn’t veer off course,” he explains matter-

has a passion for lifesaving that cannot be disguised.

of-factly. “The race would take at least four hours, so

With an entire room in his Mairangi Bay home

if you hadn’t trained then you’d find it really tough.”

dedicated to sporting memorabilia (specifically Surf
Lifesaving and Rugby League), it’s fair to say he is
someone who personifies the phrase, ‘in it for life’.

he managed to haul it in.
As for words of wisdom, his are simple; “Sharks are
always there, so my best advice to anybody is to leave
them there and not aggravate them.”
Jim is aware the organisation is rapidly evolving.
A firm believer in development, he says he will
welcome forthcoming changes with open arms.“The
movement is shaping very well and I believe there is
a competent team at the helm,” he says confidently.
“I do have a feeling that there are a lot of surf life

Admitting that he thinks the standard of boat racing

saving veterans who are yet to come to terms with the

has improved and is much better now, he says

fact the organisation is expanding in a variety of ways

crews have it a lot easier than his generation did.

and areas.” Publicity, beach education and the paid

Straight up, Jim is the type of guy who calls things

“Boats didn’t have electric pumps back then – we

lifeguard service are facets he points out. “These areas

how he sees them. When asked whether he ever

used buckets,” he says, demonstrating how he used

tuned into the TV series Baywatch, he replies, “Well

to scoop out the water. “If you made it out to the

that David Hasslehoff guy is alright, but those sheilas

buoys in a race, the most important thing to do was

with the big boobs in the swimming costumes are

empty your boat as fast as possible so that you could

overrated.” Yes, that’s right; he isn’t even fazed by the

turn around and come back in. It was definitely

iconic Pamela Anderson.

tricky.”

Although he is extremely well-known amongst

Jim has an infinite number of stories to share about

clubbies both young and old, many remain unaware

no doubt be keen for a good chin-wag between

his experiences on the beach and in the surf. With

of just how influential Jim has been throughout

races. A quick ‘not’ for future reference though: be

‘sharks’ having been one of the country’s hot media

sure to address him by one name and one name

his time in the movement. Preferring to “just get

topics this past summer, it’s no surprise Jim has had

only! “Occasionally people come up to me and call

things done,” Jim has never been one to boast or

his own encounter. Originally a lifeguard from Avalon

me Mr Campbell. If they do I say, ‘don’t call me that!’

self-promote. Responsible for introducing nine clubs

Beach in Sydney, Jim proudly displays on his wall the

I’m not Mr Campbell, I’m Jimbo!”

to surf boat racing, he was instrumental in helping

jaws of a 12 ft Tiger Shark he caught from just outside

Emma Darwen

for example are creating new careers and opportunities
for a lot of lifeguards. It’s an exciting time.”
Looking forward to the NZCT National
Championships at Ohope Beach (March 15 – 17),
Jim is excited about watching the country’s best
battle it out. Likely to be sporting a SLSNZ polo shirt
and his trademark wide-brimmed straw hat, he will
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A: Under 19
Diamond Lady
starting line up.
B: Auckland IRB
crew high and dry.
Main Pic: Die hard
Auckland fans
show their support
but unfortunately
Auckland were
unable to come
away with a title
in 2008.

a

b

sweet victory
Hosts Bay of Plenty erased more than a decade of

Willis kept his beach sprint streak going, however,

to 100m offshore and one, aged about 14, was in

disappointment by winning the Lion Foundation Surf

backing up his flags win on Saturday with twin

serious trouble.

League title at Mt Maunganui in February.

victories in the sprint.

Isaac said he had swallowed a large amount of water

With their last success coming in 1997, the province

Taranaki lived up to their dark horse tag, finishing

and was disoriented. “He wasn’t really responsive

finally shed their perennial underachievers tag by

third behind Gisborne, while Moodie’s feats helped

at all. He couldn’t really have any control over his

beating Gisborne by 14 points.

the fast-improving Hawke’s Bay side finished fourth.

muscles.” The trio paddled out to the brothers who

It was a result that went to form, with Bay of Plenty

The big shock was the plight of Auckland, who

boasting four members of the New Zealand team, but

won the last of three consecutive titles in 2006, but

ironman star Glenn Anderson said it was some of the

finished ahead of only Canterbury.

lesser lights who really set the scene.

They weren’t helped by the disqualification of

“Our IRB boys came out today firing and the canoe

their canoe crew on day one, which struck rudder

boys had a win and that made a big difference,”

problems, and a poor return in the sprints.

Anderson said. “We had a good chat last night and

In the Under 19 competition Hawkes Bay shone from

identified places we could pick up extra points, and

start till finish easily retaining the title for another year.

that’s exactly what we did. It’s a team event and that

They showed sometimes second place is better than

team spirit really shone through winning both relays

first only winning six of the thirty races contested over

each day.”

the two days.

Beach sprinter Chelsea Maples provided the

The real competition was for second place however,

individual highlights, with the 17-year-old winning the

with Auckland just piping Gisborne for the silver

beach sprint title both days and anchoring the beach

medal after a decisive win in the Dearlove relay.

relay victories.
Another 17-year-old, Gisborne’s Maddison Boon,
shocked a strong ironwoman field by beating
Saturdays winner Nikki Cox, while Hawke’s Bay
20-year-old Daniel Moodie continued the youthful
theme when he out-sprinted Anderson to win the
ironman two days in a row.
Veteran Morgan Foster gained some measure of

Competitors to Lifeguards & Back Again
Three lifeguards from Taranaki’s U19 Surf League
Team, Rosa Antunovic, 15, Isaac Owen and Jared
Gray, both 16, were training when they heard cries
from two young children in the shallows.
“The sun was going down ... you could just see them
in the water bobbing around,” Rosa said.

revenge in the beach flags, with the three-time world

“You could hear them yelling out ‘help’.”

champion knocking out Wellington’s Ben Willis, then

Another two children, teenage brothers, were up

were furthest out, and Isaac and Jared used a board
to bring them back.
Rosa Antunovic said she feared what could have
happened to the boy who was in the worst condition
had they not been there.
“He had secondary drowning and was barely
conscious,” she said. Rosa said it was just chance
that they were out so late at night.
She had just been informed she would be taking part
in a board competition the next day and needed to
practise, so Isaac, Jared and their coach, Andrew,
came along to help with her training.
United North Piha’s Brent Aries rescued the two
youngest children from the shallows.
When the children were ashore, they were returned to
a woman who was the mother of the two brothers, but
who was responsible for all four children.
She was sitting in a parked car on Marine Parade to
the left of Leisure Island above the toilet block.
“The older brother said their mum was waiting for
them and we were quite keen for them to go to
hospital,” Mr Cronin said.
“We went up there and mum was sitting in the car
with a toddler. She was pretty unaware.”

pipping Paul Cracroft-Wilson in the final.
“I had a bit of pressure put on me by the other guys –
they’ve all been in great form but I guess I had a point
to prove,” Foster said.

Bay of Plenty erased more than a decade of disappointment
by winning the Lion Foundation Surf League title.

surf rescue : may ‘08

Lion Foundation New Zealand Surf League
Mount Maunganui 2 -3 February 2008
1 Bay of Plenty		178
2 Gisborne		166
3 Taranaki		156
4 Hawkes Bay		151
5 Wellington		139
6 Auckland		138
7 Canterbury		113
Lion Foundation New Zealand
Under 19 Surf League
Mount Maunganui 2 -3 February 2008
1 Hawkes Bay		216
2 Auckland		187
3 Gisborne		184
4 Taranaki		172
5 Bay of Plenty		169
6 Wellington		166
7 Canterbury		137
8 Western Districts		122
9 Otago		120
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NZ C OMMUNITY T RUST

Congratulations Katie!
Katie Watts of Fitzroy SLSC won the use of a Holden Astra until July. Holden NZ
offered the vehicle to acknowledge the personal contribution Surf Lifeguards
make to our community every year. Katie’s name was drawn from the list of
Lifeguards who entered the NZCT Surf Life Saving Championships.

muriwai club in a sandstorm
Upgrading, renovating (and in our case) relocating club

are protective of areas which they’ve grown to consider

infrastructure has proven to be exceptionally difficult at

‘their own’.

times. As a surf club, we are no strangers to the influential

Our Club has recently been told we are not allowed to build on

role nature plays in where our facilities are based. In
2005 we were forced to move our patrol tower because of

the site that was agreed to and decided upon by the Muriwai
Progressive Association and the Regional Council. The ARC

coastal erosion.

rethought their decision and have tried to compensate by

We are now in the process of settling on a site to rebuild

proposing a new site: however, it is considerably smaller than

our clubhouse on due to another threat of erosion. It is

the one previously proposed.

estimated we only have three years before the building

As a Surf Club it is frustrating because a lot of members have

will be in danger. So far, it has been a testing process to

sacrificed many hours of their personal time to try to make

say the least. Being on-side with local bodies such as the

this redevelopment happen. This ‘relocation debate’ has now

council, community groups and conservationists all at the

entered its fifth a year – a very long time. With the community

same time can be difficult because they all have their own

at the forefront of our minds, we are trying to provide the best

objectives. Something we’ve found to require the most time

service we can. We hope a compromise on the building site

and effort is gaining the public’s consent to go ahead with

can be formulated and that the issues around the problem

the development. A lot of people (especially local residents)

can be resolved…. fingers crossed.

Send us your story!
Do you have an
interesting story from
your Surf Club or
District?
Send it to:
communications@
surflifesaving.org.nz
The best story will be
printed in the next
Surf Rescue and the
author receives $100
worth of BP Vouchers
for their efforts!
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national
jandal
day
Bach 22 National Jandal Day,
Surf Life Saving’s first national
appeal day was a great success.
Over $250,000 was raised from a
variety of channels.

Income Sources
mail appeal 2%
0900 number 0%
text 1%
bussiness 10%
street collectors 85%
keyring sales 2%

Surf Life Saving’s first national appeal day was a

awareness of Surf Life Saving as a charity is not

Interestingly, on the day, one of the most significant

great success. Over $250,000 was raised from a

very high. To help measure the effectiveness of

outcomes didn’t relate to the income raised. It was the

variety of channels.

the campaign all funds were banked into a central

stories of members being acknowledged for the great

The concept quickly grew from the first meeting

account before they were distributed. Lessons

role they perform as Surf Lifeguards and the value

with communications company Pead PR, Nobilo

learned will enable SLSNZ to invest in the areas

of Surf Life Saving in the community. For many the

Wine Group and Surf Life Saving New Zealand. With

offering the best return in the future and areas that

experience of putting on the uniform and interacting

a national appeal day detailed in the fundraising

underperformed will be reassessed going forward.

with the public and experiencing that goodwill was the

strategy, National Jandal Day and its potential quickly

In this first year we had over 1,000 organisations

best outcome.

took shape.

register more than 50,000 people on the website; a

Schools and businesses also got right behind the day

To ensure it became a long term success, SLSNZ

great start to build upon for this year. While SLSNZ

with Champagne breakfasts, coin trails, theme days.

committed $150,000. All funds raised were distributed

invested in direct marketing initiatives, without doubt

Did you join the rest of the country in wearing your

back to the area where they were raised. The financial

the most effective collection method was street

Jandals on the 7th December? If not start planning

commitment by SLSNZ covered two key areas:

collections. Members were instantly recognised in the

how you are going to convince your boss/teacher/

yellow and red Lifeguard uniforms.

parents into letting you wear them on the 5th

through stationary, posters, collection stickers and

Each District will decide how the money raised will

December this year, because we are doing it again!

advertising.

be allocated within their area. By the end of January

1. Establishing awareness and the brand collateral

2. Direct marketing via the internet, direct mail

SLSNZ was able to advise a distribution of:

to businesses, household mailers and newspaper

• Northern Region - $88,019

coupons.

• Bay of Plenty - $62,311

Partner, Bach 22 committed heavily to the PR and

• Gisborne - $7,326

awareness programme. Other partners such as DHL,

• Hawkes Bay – $13,792

TVNZ and Holden all played their part.

• Taranaki - $11,822

Much of this year was a trial to see which collection

• Western Districts – $6,494

and direct marketing avenues would perform best.

• Wellington - $16,747

Market research consistently indicates a very high

• Canterbury - $31,260

awareness of the Surf Life Saving brand, however,

• Otago - $13,992

Keep the 5th
December 2008
free for the
return of Bach
22 National
Jandal Day!

historic surf sweep
Nikki Cox created history at the NZCT Surf
Life Saving Championships in Ohope as
the Hawke’s Bay star took a clean sweep
of the glamour open women’s events. Nikki
became the first woman to win the ski
race, board race and ironman events at the
same championships, adding the double
ski for good measure and also anchoring
Westshore’s taplin team to victory.
The 23-year-old New Zealand representative
was named the top female athlete at the
event, singling out the ironman as the most
satisfying of her five-gold haul.
Dramatic swells caused havoc on the
Saturday causing event organisers to cancel
the tube rescue and delay some events. By
Sunday the surf eventually subsided allowing
a full programme to be completed, although
the under 16 races were switched to nearby
Ohiwa Harbour.
Westshore’s success continued in the men’s
ironman, where 20-year-old Daniel Moodie
won his third consecutive title, heading home
Mairangi Bay’s Michael Buck and Mike Janes
(Midway). Daniel also won the men’s board
race in a dominant display, with Janes and his
brother Dan filling the minor places.
In the beach arena, Morgan Foster’s tilt at
a record tenth national beach flags title will
have to wait another year after an absorbing
final on the first day of competition.
Morgan was second to defending champion
Paul Cracroft-Wilson, but Morgan (who won
his first beach flags title in 1995) rejected any
ideas of retirement.

Club

Points

1. Midway SLSC

94

2. Westshore SLSC

88

3. Red Beach SLSC

77

4. Mairangi Bay SLSC

65

5. Mt Maunganui LS

64

6. Lyall Bay SLSC

32

7. Papamoa SR

26

8. Orewa SLSC

26

9. Piha SC

24

10. Titahi Bay SLSC

21

a

“I’ll be back tomorrow for the sprints and I’ll
be back next year as well,” Foster said. “I
got a pretty good start but got a bit excited in
my first stride. I put too much power into it
and it was a bit like ice-skating. Paul got his
shoulder in front and it was all over.”
Paul now has a chance to repeat last year’s
feat where he won both the New Zealand and
Australian flags titles.
“I’m definitely keen to defend my Aussie title
but these nationals are where it’s at. The
beach competition in New Zealand is going
off,” Paul said.
His Fitzroy teammate Katie Watts sealed a
notable double for the club by winning the
women’s flags title.
Morgan made up for his loss in the final of
the beach flags, upsetting his young New
Plymouth rival Ben Willis in the beach sprint
final, with flags winner Paul third.
Arna Wright (Mt Maunganui) won the
women’s beach sprint, heading off her
Gisborne namesake Rebecca Wright, with
another Mt Maunganui athlete Tamsyn
McGarva third.
Papamoa’s Glenn Anderson snared a slice
of history, winning a record sixth surf race
crown, out-sprinting clubmate Brad Wilson
and Mt Maunganui’s Mike Williams.
Anderson moved ahead of Red Beach legend
Reg Harker, who won five titles between 1957
and 1970.
“I’ve done quite a lot of swimming this
season and that’s shown over the weekend,”

NZ C OMMUNITY T RUST

A: Dan Moodie
representing
Westshore, wins
the Open Mens
Board Race.

Anderson said. “My main focus was to come
here and get my sixth title - no-one else has
done that before.”
Muriwai’s Jess Parr won her first female surf
race title since 2002, with the Australian
based 24-year-old adding to the run-swim-run
crown she won earlier in the weekend.
Cameron Pocock (Mairangi Bay) won his
second ski race title, pulling onto a wave
late in the final and snatching victory from
Midway’s Josh Utanga on the line.
“If they were handing out medals for training,
I would have come last,” Pocock said. “You
never like to win a final coming from behind
but I’ll definitely take it.”
Titahi Bay won an emotional long course surf
boat final, with sweep Paul McVicar emulating
his late father Allan who won in 1972, the last
time the nationals were held in Ohope.
There was also a stirring performance from
18-year-old Gisborne student Madison Boon,
who completed a grueling schedule of open
and under 19 events, winning the under 19
ironman, finishing second in the under 19
surf race, run-swim-run and ski and third in
the open surf race and ironman.
Her performance helped her Midway club win
the Allan Gardner Trophy with Westshore’s
incredible last day performance falling just
short. Midway ended with 94 points, followed
by Westshore on 88, and Red Beach third
with 77 points.
For all this seasons surf sport results see
www.surflifesaving.org.nz
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b
B. Nikki Cox
representing
Westshore on her
way to creating
history
C: Open Womens
Surf Race Start
D: Paul CracroftWilson (Fitzroy)
wins the 2008
Open Mens Beach
Flags title beating
Morgan Foster
(South Brighton)
E: Nick Malcolm
and Daniel Nelson
competing in the
U19 Mens Board
Race.

c

d

e
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a blast from the past
Jim Campbell dusted off his togs to take part in the
Surf Race, winning his age group.

Some would say there is a point where you

In the women’s competition Lyall Bay sisters

get too old to wear Speedos, but at the

Amber and Nicole Taylor were first and

New Zealand Masters Championships on

second respectively in the 30-39 age group.

Thursday 13th March at Ohope Beach nearly

Amber amassing four first places, one second

250 competitors showed this isn’t the case.

and a third placing in the day’s competition.

Events were contested from Surf Race to
Beach Sprints and the spectators were
treated to a taste of history in the four and six
man R&R competition.
Some standout performances saw Chris
Swain of Westshore take out the top
competitor in the Male 30-39 age group.
Chris won the Board, Ski and Ironman

Lyall Bay went one two in another age group
as well, with Carol Quirk just beating out team
mate Marilyn Moffatt in the 50-59 age group.
Carol competed in every discipline and only
missed out on a place in the Beach Sprint.
A noteable competitor was SLSNZ President
Jim Campbell who dusted off his togs to take
part in the Surf Race, winning his age group.

events, also picking up silver in the Run-

Top club went to Waikanae who clocked up

Swim-Run. Bruce Baker of Whakatane

77 points, Lyall Bay were second with 67

cleaned up the 60-69 age group emulating

points and third place went to Omanu with 53

Chris’ gold medals and also placing third in

points. Local club Whakatane finished a close

the Run-Swim-Run and Surf Race.

fourth on 42 points.

A: East End
Masters
6-Man R&R
Competitors
Large Picture:
Start 40-49
years Mens
Surf Race,
Matt Pickering
leading.

a
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GLENN ANDERSON
NZ Team Captain
As a member – how long / what Clubs?
I started in 1994 with Waikanae, moved to Midway in 2000, spent
2007 at Papamoa and have just accepted the job as coach of
NPOB from 2008.

Best Surf Lifesaving performance?
2004, 2006 World Beach Relay Champion
2006 World Taplin Relay Champion
3 X NZ Ironman Champion
4 X NZ Run Swim Run Champion
6 X NZ Surf Race Champion

What do you enjoy most about the sport?
I enjoy the feeling when at the end of a hard period of training, at
the end of a major competition, I’ve raced my hardest, hurt myself
for my team and achieved both personal and team goals. Then
sitting exhausted in the pool or on the beach with a smile on my
face, knowing my team mates are proud and are feeling the same
way sitting beside me wearing black.

Views of 2008 World Champs and prep behind it?
The 2008 World Champs have been four years in the planning to
develop both a team and a strategy to bring home a world title.
Over the past four years the team has raced around the world
gaining an understanding of the competition and experiencing the
feeling of representing New Zealand on the world stage.

To win the World Title we have to look at the best
way for our team to accumulate more points than our
rivals. Sounds simple?
It’s not. Half of the events are raced in a pool, the points for these
events are weighted the same as those on the beach to make
it a truly international sport and make it “fair” for the European
nations. This means an event like the rope throw is just as
important as the Ironman, when the team’s goal is to win a world
title. With four person relays in the pool this also means that the
team NEEDS four quality swimmers to be competitive.
Points in the pool in the past have been far harder for NZ to
get, which has left us chasing from a long way back in the past.
Against a team like Australia, going to the beach with a points
deficit is far from ideal so this has been a huge focal point going
into the 2008 World Champs. The development within NZ in the
pool events over the past two years has been phenomenal, almost
every national record has been smashed repeatedly and we now
own the mens 4 x 50m Obstacle World Record, set in Germany
last year. On the world stage our pool team is at last respected by
some, feared by others.
When we travel to the beach we need some of our specialist
swimmers to be versatile to join our sprinters and crafties for the
Ocean Assault. Within the beach contingent of our team we have
potential World Champions in a number of races and this is what
we need to keep the blows rolling and pull off what would be
considered by many an upset and by most very popular.
I’m proud to be a member of this team, it’s a great situation to be
in, going into what will be a huge week for us on the other side of
the world with a group of talented athletes that are all dedicated to
the same goal.
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wild waves
The second Trillian Trust
New Zealand Surf Boat
Series came to a crashing
end at the Piha Big Wave
Classic just over a month
ago. With 35 crews entered
in the series it made for
great competition and some
spectacular photos.

Event 2
Whangamata, Bay of Plenty
2nd January 08
The long legs of former trans-Atlantic rower Steve Westlake
took Red Beach to a dramatic upset win in the second
round of the Trillian Trust New Zealand Surf Boat series in
Whangamata.
Westlake was a late call-up to the Red Beach crew, the
current national champions who haven’t been able to
commit to the whole series. The Auckland policeman
used his guile to help catch the runaway Titahi Bay boat
in the final, then won the sprint up the beach after Titahi
Bay. Mt Maunganui Yellow and Red Beach came in on the
same wave. “Steve just has so much experience and he

Event 1
Oriental Bay, Wellington
9th December 07

really was the key to our win,” veteran Red Beach sweep

Recently-crowned Trans Tasman champions Titahi Bay

the whole way through, and without him I doubt we would

proved in a league of their own winning the Wellington

have got on that last wave.”

Super Surf Boat event, which also doubled as the first

Dillon, a 48-year-old with more than 25 years experience

round of the Trillian Trust New Zealand Surf Boat Series.

in the boats, was adamant there was no animosity

Titahi Bay sweep Paul McVicar, admitted after their

between the crews, although it was still sweet to win on

Australian success that New Zealand needs tougher racing

the water. “We’ve got a lot of respect for the Titahi Bay

to lift the standard closer to that across the Tasman.

guys and while we’re delighted to beat them, this was

“That’s one of the reasons for setting up a four round

nothing more than a friendly grudge match. Our goal has

series here with the other races at Whangamata, Waihi

always been the national championships.”

and culminating in the Piha Classic in February,” said Surf

The Mt Maunganui womens crew also filled out the minor

Lifesaving Sport Manager, Mark Weatherall.

placings in their division, with Titahi Bay exacting revenge

Titahi Bay have put a lot of time and effort into the Trans

after being beaten in the first round in Wellington. Those

Tasman Challenge and the first round of the New Zealand

two crews lead the womens series, though Dillon had more

championship played into their hands. “There is no

reason to celebrate when his 17-year-old daughter Stacey

substitute for hard racing to lift the standard of these

helped the Red Beach women into the B final in their first-

crews,” said Weatherall. “Last year we attracted four crews

ever carnival.

from Australia for the Piha Classic and we hope for a

Paekakariki took out the under-21 final to stretch their lead

similar response this season,” he said.

over Waihi Beach to three points halfway through the series.

Craig Dillon said. “We really surprised ourselves today,
considering we’ve got two new guys who have never raced
in a surf boat before. Steve was talking to the new guys
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Main Pic: Red
Beach open crew at
Whangamata
B: Bethells beach
crew getting a
pounding C: Piha’s
crew bearing down.

b

c

Event 3
Waihi, Bay of Plenty
10th February 08

Event 4
Piha, Auckland
23rd February 08

National representatives Titahi Bay fought back from

Australian crews gained a measure of revenge after Titahi

disaster to win the Tradestaff Champion of Champions surf

Bay’s first-day heroics, but the Wellington club still sealed

boat race in Waihi Beach. The experienced Wellington

the Trillian Trust national surf boat series title in Piha. On

crew, led by Paul McVicar, comfortably won the main

a miserable, wet day on Auckland’s west coast, crews

event from the Palmerston North boat, in a small 1m

from both sides of the Tasman tested their mettle in the

choppy swell.

relatively subdued 1.5m swells, with Victorian crew Jan

It was a far cry from the previous day’s drama in the
Tradestaff North Island championships, when extropical cyclone Gene delivered once last kick to east
coast beaches on Saturday, throwing up 2m swells with
the odd 3m monster sneaking through. It was against

Juc comfortably winning the premier mens final from
another Australian club Lorne. Jan Juc had finished
second the previous day to Titahi Bay in the Day of Giants
Trans Tasman series, but the Wellington crew could only
manage fifth in the Big Wave final.

this backdrop Titahi Bay produced their most dramatic

Hosts Piha were the top New Zealand crew in third,

moment of the weekend. With a seemingly insurmountable

coming agonisingly close to pipping Titahi Bay for the

10-length lead on their nearest challengers, the crew

series title, finishing one point adrift on 52 points.

watched in horror as their boat broached on the final wave

Whakatane were the big movers, finishing fourth in the

coming in, sending them sideways and enabling Piha to

Big Wave’s final and leap-frogging Mt Maunganui White

sneak through for the win.

into third overall.

Piha’s sweep, former Kiwi league player Mark Bourneville,

The womens final continued the Australian dominance,

said his crew couldn’t believe their luck. “They jumped

with McMasters beating Orewa White, with Titahi Bay,

onto the wave in front and we bagged the wave behind

Bethell’s Beach and Mt Maunganui filling out the other

and fortunately Palmerston North fell off that one,” he

placings. Mt Maunganui did enough to win their national

said. “At that point we could see we had a lot of work to do

series, however, finishing just a point ahead of Titahi Bay

and just hoped there was a mistake in front of us.”

on 23 points.

Despite Piha’s success, Titahi Bay retained their lead in

Paekakariki won the under-21 final to seal the national

the Trillian Trust New Zealand Surf Boat series, being four

series title.

points in front of Piha on 53, with Mt Maunganui’s yellow
crew a further five points adrift on 44.
Organisers assessed the conditions and decided to
postpone age-group and womens racing until day two.
Mt Maunganui’s top female crew duly extended their
lead in the series by winning their division, while nearest
challengers Titahi Bay dropped back to tie for second with
Orewa after missing out on the final.
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papamoa defend crown

apamoa defended their Ocean Athletes
under 14 Surf Life Saving Championship
crown in style, romping to a convincing
win in the three day event. The Bay of
Plenty club collected 83 points in the
National Junior titles, nearly double
that of second placed hosts Mount Maunganui, who
finished on 43. Gisborne’s Waikanae club was third
on 39 while Wellington’s Lyall Bay was fourth after

Club

Points

1. Papamoa SR

83

2. Mt Maunganui LS

43

The Kurt Wilson coached Papamoa side had the second

3. Waikanae SLSC

39

4. Lyall Bay SLSC

36

biggest team at the carnival but the 55 athletes proved

5. Omanu Beach SLSC

24

6 = Red Beach SLSC

23

6 = Orewa SLSC

23

8. Waihi Beach LS

19

title, the only year Papamoa hasn’t won that particular race

9. Midway SLSC

16

was in the very first year of Ocean Athletes. They also took a

10. Paekakariki SL

13

clean sweep of the Cameron Relays at the event’s end.

amassing 36 points.

adept across all disciplines, dominating the Beach and Surf
arenas, especially in the 10 and 11 year age groups. Along
the way, they picked up their seventh consecutive 2km Relay
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a
Dominant athletes included Lyall Bay 10-year-old
Hayley Cox, who won the Surf Race, Board Race and
Diamond Race. Waikanae’s Ryan Jarvis emulated
those deeds in the 13 year boys while his clubmate
Myles Nikora won the 13 year Beach Sprint and Flags
double. Papamoa’s Natalie Peat won the 12 year Surf
Race, her fourth consecutive Ocean Athletes Surf
Race title – and also picked up her third consecutive
Diamond Race title, while Mount Maunganui’s
Jess Miller won those two races in the 11 year girls
division.
Among other notable results was the third placing
in the 10 year Beach Sprint to Midway’s Korbin

Main Pic: Orewa’s
Luke Siddins leaps
off his board to
avoid the gnarly
shore break at Mt
Maunganui. A: Lyall
Bay competitor dives
into the surf in the
tube rescue event.
B: Diving action
in the boys beach
flages event C: Well
clear of the field, a
Papamoa competitor
heads for the
finishing line.

b

Hutchings, son of Ironman legend Cory, and Brooke
Watt’s silver medal in the 13 year girls’ Surf Race.
Watt is the daughter of former Wellington rugby
player Richard and the granddaughter of former New
Zealand Surf Team member John Watt.

c

superior surf skills

23

Bred on a diet of big surf and under the tutelage of
former Ironman champion Cory Hutchings, Midway’s
junior ranks were too strong in the 2m swells on Mt
Maunganui’s Main Beach, helping them to a 14-point
winning margin. NRCs 26th / 27th January.

NZ C OMMUNITY T RUST

The superior surf skills of

wave and just got a nice one coming through. One

Club

Points

Gisborne’s Midway club helped

out of 10 times you might hold them but it’s better to

1. Midway SLSC

77

them win back the Northern

play it safe and just get in.”

2. Mt Maunganui LS

63

3. Piha SC

30

4. Papamoa SR

29

Henderson sprung a surprise in the glamour

5. Westshore SLSC

28

Ironman event, heading home three-time national

6. Red Beach SLSC

27

champion Glenn Anderson (Papamoa) and

7. South Brighton SLSC

20

Midway’s Mike Janes. Hawke’s Bay’s Nikki Cox

8. NPOB SLSC

18

9. Wainui SLSC

18

10. Lyall Bay SLSC

17

Regional Championships crown for
the first time in three years. Bred
on a diet of big surf and under the
tutelage of former Ironman
champion Cory Hutchings, Midway’s junior ranks
were too strong in the 2m swells on Mt Maunganui’s
Main Beach, helping them to a 14-point win over
the second-placed host club.
The 2m swells did take their toll, on the
programme with surf boat, ski and board
schedules drastically pruned. Equipment also
succumbed to the ocean, surf skis and boats
splintering like matchsticks. Conditions made
tactics vital, none more so than in the mens ski,
won by Mairangi Bay’s Cameron Pocock.

Mt Maunganui’s Australian-based ironman Nathan

won the women’s Ironman, beating rising Midway
17-year-old Madison Boon into second.
Ben Willis caused the biggest ripple on a weekend
of big swells. The 20-year-old Wellington-born
sprinter, competing for New Plymouth Old Boys,
took a major step toward New Zealand selection by
winning the beach flags and beach sprint events. He
scrambled past defending champion Paul CracroftWilson in an absorbing beach flags final, with triple
world champion Morgan Foster departing in a major

Pocock waited until the top eight paddlers had all

surprise three rounds earlier. “I came out to make a

been smashed off their skis on the way home, then

statement,” Willis said. “I’ve been the young one on

casually caught a runner into the beach. “That set

the scene for a little while but I’ve been competing a

came through and I knew no-one was going to hold

lot in Australia and I really came to set out what I’m

it,” Pocock said. “I back-paddled over one huge

about over here.”
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togs.....undies...togs....lycra!
Cory sadly bowed out in the sixth week of Dancing with the Stars but
didn’t he do Surf Life Saving proud. We caught up with Cory to find out
how things went.
On the last night you injected a bit of bogan into the competition was that your idea or Becs’?
My idea, I wanted to do the Paso to Guns and Roses and Becs knew that
I wouldn’t be good doing anything traditional. We wanted to please the
crowd and I got to go back to my bogan days.
You seemed to enjoy the ballroom more than the Latin. Why?
It was more suited to the sports I have done. You have to be upright and
strong and paddling is the same, you shouldn’t hunch at your stomach.
From all my years of paddling I had already had that drilled into me. Also
my arms were attached to Becs so she kept me under control.
What’s the weirdest thing you learnt about dancing?
That even though I listen to a lot of music I can’t hear the beat of the
music. Gee Ling and I both couldn’t hear the beat, apparently some
people just can’t and you need that to dance, hence the timing issues.
Rate the following life events on a scale of 1-5
(1 being easy, 5 being hard);
World Ironman championships
Coaching up and coming surf lifeguards
Competing on Celebrity Treasure Island
Wearing a skin tight Hawaiian shirt and dancing the jive on live tv
Cory Hutchings
standing with his
supporters.

The hardest was definitely winning the World Ironman title, not the most
nerve racking, but definitely the hardest absolutely a five. Coaching the
kids is a three, lots have talent but I have to make sure that they train

hard, I know what it takes to get there. Celebrity Treasure Island was a
one for me, I was in my element, but I can see how others would have
found it hard. DWTS was a four, not as hard as the title, I couldn’t win a
World title in ten weeks!
You said that you were glad to leave as it meant Miriama and
Jonny could stay. Do you think the best dancers remained in the
competition after you left?
No, I think the best dancers in the competition were Miriama, Temepara
and Tina. It should have been two of them in the final, Monty’s a great guy
but he is definately not the best dancer. Although, I think TVNZ was happy
that there were a male and female in the final, this was what they wanted.
At the beginning of the season you said you don’t have a dance
idol - do you have one now?
Jonny haha! Two reasons, because he is the coolest guy on the show and
secondly he is Becs’ real dance partner, got to stay loyal! Also he helped
me the most on the show.
If you could pick one item of your DWTS wardrobe to take home,
what would it be?
Definitely the 70s ‘Austin Powers’ shirt I wore in the Samba, it would go
down a treat at any Surf Club party.
What does the rest of the year hold for you?
I’m pretty busy with the rebranding of CHD and SPARC Ambassador and
motivational visits, also a few things with Surf Life Saving around Surf
Club 174. The thing I’m looking forward to the most is definitely spending
time with the kids over the winter and doing dad things. I need to look at
what I’m doing with my coaching and where I’m going with that.
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coastal public safety

preventing drowning and injury around new zealand’s coastline
In the last edition of Surf Rescue I detailed SLSNZ’s

it does save lives where people are unexpectedly

NZ, as they have in the greater Auckland area, will be

strategy to reduce drowning and injury in New

immersed in water. Examples of PRE include life rings

identified through a risk assessment process and be

Zealand. The strategy is about identifying why people

and throw ropes. Muriwai’s life ring is a good example

documented in each District lifesaving plan.

drown then undertaking a risk analysis process. This

of PRE already in place in New Zealand.

process will tell Surf Life Saving and coastal land

CAMERA
A CENTRAL
TECHNOLOGY
COMMUNICATIONS Does your beach have blind spots that you can’t
from your patrol location, or is there a
NETWORK FOR SLS observe
neighbouring bay or beach that can’t easily be seen

managers (often city or regional councils) which
control measures need to be put in place to minimise
the likelihood of someone getting injured or drowning
in a particular coastal area. Control measures are the
tools, technology or initiatives that SLS can implement
to enhance coastal public safety and this article will

The ability to communicate with other providers

from your main patrol beach? Scarborough beach,

or support services (police, coastguard, rescue

near Christchurch’s Sumner Club is a good example

helicopter etc) when on patrol or responding to

of this. Imagine if you could look at a screen in

a call out is critical. Established understanding

your patrol tower which told you how many people

of each parties’ capabilities through strategic

were swimming at that ‘blind’ location and what the

partnerships such as SAR or Coastguard NZ is

conditions were like. Imagine if these cameras could

important, but for the lifeguard on the beach the

then also be monitored by a central communications

primary concern will be about communication

facility which could alert your patrol that you need

tools such as an effective networked radio system.

to respond. Imagine, as a patrol captain, you could

Signs are well established as useful tools to educate the

Currently SLS Northern Region is the only District

turn up to establish your patrol and collect a printout

public, effective across the wide range of demographics

to have a central Surf Life Saving communications

of the day’s conditions and risk predication for your

and cultures in our community. By providing signs

facility and SLSNZ is currently undertaking

beach. This technology already exists and is in use in

at beach access points, car parks, coastal track

feasibility work regarding the establishment of a

Australia and Hawaii. SLSNZ is investigating viability

entry points, and other identified risk areas, SLS can

national central communications network.

and the advantages of implementing this technology

profile some of the newer control measures available
in New Zealand.

STANDARD
AQUATIC
SIGNAGE

inform people about specific hazards relevant to that
environment. SLSNZ is the primary provider of water
safety signage consulting in New Zealand and will
continue to provide this service around the country to
assist land managers with implementation of the NZ
Water Safety Signage Standard.

PUBLIC RESCUE
EQUIPMENT
(PRE)

RESCUE
WATER
CRAFT (RWC)

in NZ. Cameras will never replace an actual lifeguard
but SLS can be smarter, utilising technology to
support the great work already being done.
In summary, risk assessment of coastal
environments will tell both Surf Life Saving and

Better known as jet skis, RWCs have been trialled

land managers which measures are likely to have

in the Northern Region for the last two years (you

the most success in preventing drowning and

may have seen them on ‘Piha Rescue’). SLSNZ,

injury at each location. Each risk assessment will

in conjunction with SLS Northern Region, is in the

support decision making about what type of control

process of developing an accreditation programme

measure will be effective, where and when. Whilst

for lifeguards in RWC operations. It is important to

there are some exciting new options available,

understand that RWCs are not a primary rescue tool

(and these are just some) it is important to realise

In many parts of the world, emergency equipment

(such as an IRB, Rescue Tube or Rescue Board)

available to the public is used successfully to save

but are a very useful support service. RWCs offer

lives. SLSNZ is developing guidelines for public

advantages over an IRB in some scenarios – they have

rescue equipment use in New Zealand. Whilst public

a faster top speed than IRBs (once launched) and

rescue equipment is not a preventative measure (i.e.

can be functional in very large surf. Where and when

is doesn’t stop someone actually getting into trouble),

RWCs may be used to support core services around

that none of the options are a ‘one shoe fits all
feet’ solution. It is critical to look at each coastal
environment individually and provide relevant
control measures.

Nathan Hight - SLSNZ Lifesaving
Development Manager

2008
worlds

the
final
countdown

With July and the 2008 World Championships in
Germany looming now is a good chance to update the
membership on the competition itself and the New
Zealand Team Members.
On the 21st July this year the competition will kick off in
Berlin, Germany with three busy days in the pool broken up
by a day of travel and then the final two days of competition
at Warnemunde beach on the Baltic coast, near Rostok in
north Germany. This will be where years of training and hard
work come to a peak for the athletes and team management
involved.
Glenn Anderson is shaping up for his 3rd World
Championships as the most experienced athlete, and now
a somewhat Worlds-moulded athlete offering the squad a
backbone of experience in both the pool and in the surf.
Michael Buck is the only other male athlete with Worlds
experience, this being his 2nd World Championships. Michael
is very much like Glenn as an athlete that can offer the team
points in both the pool and on the beach. Kevin Morrison,
Ben Willis, Steve Kent and Andy McMillan are all Worlds
debutants but all bar Ben have experienced international
competition in International Pool and Surf Challenges and
the German Cup over the past two years.
Ben Willis has really set the Beach Sprint and Flags arenas
alight in the last six months coming out of Morgan Foster’s

Main Pic: Michael
Buck competing
in the pool at
the 2006 World
Championships.
Please refer to
page 7 for New
Zealand Team

and Paul Cracroft-Wilson’s shadows as the premier beach
sprinter this season. Kevin Morrison has made the step
up onto the international stage after years of top domestic
results and is an exciting prospect for the World Champs on
the ski and board and adds another dimension to the team in
his sprinting ability.
Steve Kent really put himself on the map after an excellent
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a
performance in the SLSNZ Swim Champs

season and has fought back to her best after a

and both the IPC and the German Cup in

broken leg last year.

2007, topped of by being a member of the

The other crucial ingredient that is often

World Record-breaking 50m Obstacle Relay

overlooked is the SLSNZ team management.

team (along with Michael Buck and Glenn

Jim Warwick is back to steady the ship as

Anderson). Andy McMillan, the final male in

the NZ Team Manager for his 4th Worlds

the squad has represented SLSNZ at the 2006

campaign at the helm. John Bryant is the

IPC. He has since been in the Swimming NZ

Head Coach for his 3rd World Championships

Olympic programme and is still quite likely to

and it will be Scott Bartlett’s 2nd World

qualify for the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games.

Championships as Assistant Coach. Brent

Nikki Cox, Georgina Toomey, Julia Toomey,

Wilson (Assistant Manager) and Kate Bonner

Ayla Dunlop-Barrett and Johanna O’Connor

(Sports Therapist) will also be attending

the NZ athletes and management, and

all bring Worlds experience to the female

their second Worlds and will add valuable

many resources have been poured into this

team after competing in Australia at the

experience to the management team who

campaign. It is also 10 years since NZ Surf

2006 Worlds and past ISC, IPC, and German

are now a very well oiled machine. The

athletes stood on top of the dais as the best

Cup international competitions. Nikki Cox

other addition to the management team is

team of Surf Life Guards in the World. Watch

has established herself as the top national

Rochelle Creighton who will also be helping

this space. I think you might just see history

Ironwoman and will also bring strength to the

in an assistant manager role with particular

repeat itself!!!

A: Jo O’Connor
competing at
the 2006 World
Championships
B: Nikki Cox
winning the Ski
Race world title at
the 2006 World
Championships.
C: Kevin Morrison
competing at the
2007 International
Surf Challenge.

responsibilities to the female athletes in a
mentor capacity. The management team are
all volunteers who have and will continue to
put countless hours and effort towards this
campaign and deserve the results as much as
the athletes.
So there you have it. The culmination of
numerous hours in the pool, in the surf,
and on the beach will be all over on the
26th of July. There is a very strong belief in
themselves, and a desire to succeed amongst

team on the ski, board, and on the sand. Both
the Toomey sisters and Ayla Dunlop-Barrett
have excelled in the pool and will be looking to
do the same again as well as contributing on
the beach where possible. Johanna O’Connor
has developed into a Worlds specific athlete
having the ability to gain top international
results in the surf as well as in the pool.
Chelsea Maples is the young bolter of the team
and really caught the selectors’ eyes through
top results nationally and internationally.
Chelsea has performed well in the unusual
combination of the Board and Beach Sprints
and Flags. Chelsea had an excellent 2006 /7

b

c
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Orewa U21 Crew
Jason Harvey and
Blake Ingram get
some air time.

muriwai pair win premier title
The Muriwai
crew of Andrew
Lancaster and
Ashley Matuschka,
in their first
season at the top
level, won the top
premier title at
the New Zealand
BP Surf Rescue
Championships at
Warrington Beach,
Dunedin.

They came into the top class after

assembly rescue in the first discipline

and Campbell Begg of East End came

winning the senior title last year and

with the Wainui pair of Justin Martin

back from a disappointing first day to

scored consistently in the tube, mass,

and Nathan Teutenberg winning the

win the assembly rescue and single

assembly and single races.

single rescue race.

rescue and claim the overall title.

The pair finished on 21 points, just two

Racing was so demanding that the

Three different crews won gold

clear of their closest rivals from Fitzroy

final premier points were decided

medals in the Senior grade pushing

- Jaron Mumby and Chris Scott, who

only in the last race.

them up to the Premier grade for next

have dominated since 2003.

“The key to that was not one crew

season.

The Mumby/Scott combination

was dominant with the conditions

The womens competition was also

inexplicably failed to make the final

playing a part,’’ said Surf Life Saving

close with sisters Carla and Stephanie

of the tube rescue race on the first

New Zealand Sport Manager Mark

Laughton of St Clair claiming the

day and had to play catch-up from

Weatherall.

mass and single rescue races but

the start.

The spread of success pleased the

narrowly missing out on the overall

The premier competition was so close

officials. “It also showed that it is very

title to Fitzroy’s Katie Watts and

that four different crews won gold in

competitive at the top level,’’ said

Emma Crofskey.

each of the four disciplines.

Weatherall.

This is the third time the Fitzroy

Paekakariki’s Brent Harvey and

“Chris (Scott) and Jaron (Mumby) from

pairing have claimed the title.

Richard Whinham won the tube

Fitzroy are being pushed really hard,

Fitzroy claimed their third

rescue with East End’s Andrew

which is exciting from the sport’s point

consecutive top club title with 57

Cronin and Rory O’Connor taking the

of view. These two have been very

points, ten clear of Wainui on 47 with

mass rescue on the Saturday.

dominant in previous years.’’

the young Muriwai team in third with

Mumby and Scott claimed the

The senior grade saw Geoffrey Cronin

45 points.
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winning between the flags

heroes again
Lifeguards Lilah Foote, Rebekah Gee and Briar Macken

Lilah and Rebekah quickly

have won the New Zealand Search and Rescue

launched the IRB. As they

(NZSAR) Gold Award for 2007.

approached the boat they could

The three Lifeguards had already taken the SLSNZ BP

see one man in a lifejacket

Surf Rescue of the Year Award for 2007 and following
this success were nominated for the prestigious national
award. This meant their efforts were compared to

Donna Wallace from DHL and a lucky winner.

of emergency and rescue services throughout New

there were four people trapped

Zealand. The NZSAR Award honours the person, group

under the boat and started diving

or organisation that has made the most significant

to see if anyone could be reached.

contribution to search and rescue in New Zealand

Due to the rough conditions this

during that year or over a sustained period.

proved to be quite difficult.

Only one NZSAR Gold Award can be awarded each year.

Lilah, Rebekah and the driver

and rescue in New Zealand. It is also intended to raise
community awareness about the efforts of the volunteers
and paid personnel in the SAR sector and celebrate
their success. Both the NZSAR Gold Award and the
Certificate are judged and presented annually by the
NZSAR Council.
The award was presented on 10th April at a ceremony at
Parliament and this is the first time members of SLSNZ
have won it.

Delivering Safer Beaches

attempted to turn the boat side
on to the waves to make it easier
to raise the edge. Lilah then
called to the bystanders on shore
for anyone who was a strong
swimmer to come into the water
to assist.
Once the two members of the
public arrived at the vessel,
Rebekah took a knife and cut
the anchor line, freeing the boat.
Everyone worked together to spin

A summary of their outstanding efforts is as follows: On

the boat and after a few attempts

11 January 2007, Surf Lifeguards Lilah, Rebekah and

in the difficult conditions were

Briar were having a relatively quiet day on patrol when

able to lift the boat and drag the

they were suddenly called into action. Head Lifeguard

fear-stricken patients clear.

Lilah who was on tower duty spotted a 6 metre family

With the help of the Pukehina

boat attempting to cross the notorious Pukehina Bar
at the northern end of the beach. As she watched, a

Staff from DHL hit the
beaches in their weekends,
rewarding people for
swimming between the
flags. Each weekend they
visited beaches and gave
away Surf Life Saving
beach packs to the lucky
winners swimming between
the flags.

the water.
The Lifeguards quickly found out

formal and public recognition to those involved in search

Malcolm Beattie.

it. No other people were visible in

a number of other incidents involving a wide range

The NZSAR Council’s award scheme is intended to give

Donna Wallace and the Carey family.

desperately clinging to the side of

Fire Brigade everyone was taken
safely back to shore with only

wave caught the boat from behind, turned it sideways

minor injuries. However they were

and rolled it over. At this point Lilah and Rebekah raced

sent to Tauranga Hospital for a

from the tower to the flagged area where Briar was

precautionary check given the

supervising the swimmers and dropped the flags, closing

amount of time they had spent

the beach.

under the boat and in the water.

Search and
Rescue
Gold Award
presentation.
From left to right,
Briar Macken,
Lilah Foote,
Rebekah Gee.
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senior lifeguard schools
In late 2007, Surf Life Saving New Zealand put a
number of the country’s best Surf Lifeguards through
their paces at two Senior Lifeguard Schools

b

Senior Lifeguard
candidates
receive helicopter
instruction at
Whiritoa.

The first school was hosted by Whiritoa in the Bay

• Sub 14 minutes 800 metre pool swim

Congratulation to the following class of 2007

of Plenty and the second by Taylors Mistake in

• 17 years old and three seasons active patrolling

Senior Lifeguards:

Canterbury. Once again a number of experienced

The weather gods shone on Whiritoa for the

instructors were shipped in from around the country

entire weekend with both the candidates and the

to pass on their wealth of knowledge.

instructors enjoying the sunshine after a long winter!

Senior Lifeguard Schools combine dynamic theory

While the surf conditions were light, Whiritoa’s

sessions with a number of intensive practical

shore-break made life difficult at times for the

and scenario-based activities. Participants are

candidates. The nature and sheer size of the cliffs

extended both mentally and physically. A high level

around the coast meant some exhilarating times

of preparedness and fitness is required to make it

were had, getting on and off the rocks.

through the gruelling 2 ½ day course.

It was a mixed bag of conditions at Taylors Mistake.

In order to attend a Senior Lifeguard School,

After arriving to beautiful weather on Friday,

Taylors Mistake 7–9 December 2007

applicants must prove their competence by

candidates awoke to blustery cold conditions

Luke Keats, Henry Lawson, Hannah Laughton,

achieving the following pre-requisites:

on the Saturday. As the day went on, the surf

Jacco Foote, Harry Teeling, Jenny Stafford, Sam

• Surf Lifeguard Award (refreshed)

got progressively bigger which made for some

McCutcheon, Rosie Hadson, Michael Crombie,

• IRB Driver Award

challenging times in the ocean, particularly for the

Peter McMillan, Jacob Davies, Michelle Cowley,

• First Aid - NZQA 6400, 6401, 6402 and 14470

rock work. By Sunday the wind had died, the sun

Briar Macken, Andre Johnson, Robert Law, Tomas

was shining and there were clean 2m+ waves. The

Thorndycraft, Naomi Kelly.

(current)
• Marine VHF Radio Operators’ Qualification (or
equivalent)

beach filled up to witness the candidates being put
through their physical and scenario assessments.

Whiritoa 9-11 November 2007
Scott Bicknell, Tim Cox, Hamish Beattie, Liam
McMaster, Jessica Mather, Tim Johns, Hamish
McKenzie, James Roy, Hayley Cowley, Jeremy
Wade, Hamish McClennan, Gregory Bowen, Haley
McMahon, Thomas Berthelsen, Sam Newlands,
James Starnes, Rachel Wilson, Sam Lake, Richard
Curtis

Two great kiwi summer icons – partner up
We’re delighted to confirm, Coca-Cola Christmas in the Park is
teaming up with Surf Life Saving New Zealand to ensure Kiwis
have the best summer ever. As the official charity of Coca-Cola
Christmas in the Park, we are now part of the world’s largest free
annual event. Millions of people have experienced this great event
over the past 14 years, either at the park or via television.

Coca-Cola Christmas in the Park
At the beach, by the river, in the water – either way it’s great

is backed by a two hour TV highlights package, repeated

to know that our Surf Life Savers are there. And thanks to

again on Christmas Eve. The build up includes on line

Coca-Cola Christmas in the Park we will have even more

competitions, on pack promotions and a txt campaign

support for our service.

supporting Surf Life Saving.

As the official charity partner of Coca-Cola Christmas in the

For Surf Life Saving it’s a wonderful opportunity to partner with

Park we benefit from the funds raised at each concert.

such a high profile event leading into New Zealand’s summer

Last summer more than 300,000 people attended the
concerts held in Christchurch and Auckland. It’s a showcase
with up to 300 performers chosen from 150 auditions and

holidays and to help ensure we are top of mind in the summer
season. Coming off the back of Piha Rescue and Dancing with
the Stars it will also be another top rating TV show featuring
Surf Life Saving.

This year Coca-Cola Christmas in the Park will be held:
Hagley Park, Christchurch Nov 29th and Auckland Domain Dec 13th
A highlights programme will be televised on Dec 14th
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Rescues
of the

Month

Each month Districts recognize the best local rescue of the month and enters that outstanding rescue
in the NZ Rescue of the Month award. There are six awards each season and the winners will become
finalists for the BP Surf Rescue of the Year. All lifeguards, clubs and supporters should be extremely
proud of the actions carried out during these often testing situations. For further information
regarding Rescue of the Month and how to nominate a club please contact your District Manager.

November
Awarded to the Raglan Surf Life Saving Patrol Team for
their mass rescue, and excellent patient management.
November 25th 2007, Lifeguards Involved: Sarah Sharpe
(PC), Chase Cahalane, Sarah Amoore, Brett Richards,
Catherine Arbuckle, Jennifer Snowden, Emma Snowden,
Josh Searle, Lisa Oldridge, Mark Bridger and rookie guards
Katene Connor and Isaac Newberry.
On a busy summer day patrol tower members identified two
swimmers in difficulty. An IRB was launched immediately
to attend to the panicked swimmer and his friend, closely
followed by a second IRB that successfully rescued further
patients (some quite difficult to manage) further out to
sea. Lifeguards on shore assisted the patients as they were
returned by the IRB.
Meanwhile, other lifeguards based back at the tower
were also involved with a patient whose condition rapidly
deteriorated after initially insisting he was able to continue
without assistance.
The professionalism, expertise, quick and appropriate
response of the Lifeguards surely prevented a severe loss of
life that day.

December
Awarded to Papamoa Surf Life Saving Club members
for their physically demanding rescue of five
struggling swimmers.
December 14th 2007, Lifeguards Involved: Nathan Smith
and Liam O’Toole.
Nathan was out on a knee board when he was alerted to
three young girls who had become caught in a rip. He
immediately paddled over and successfully assisted them
back to shore. Once back on shore they informed him that
more girls were further out in the rip. He immediately
returned to the water and headed through the rip where
he spotted one more female who was caught in white water
and in severe difficulty. Nathan got off his knee board and
assisted the semi-conscious girl back to shore, where he

was again told there was still one person in the rip. For a
3rd time Nathan returned to the water searching for the
missing girl. Thankfully Nathan spotted her and returned
the unconscious and limp girl back to shore. Nathan then
returned to the club house where Liam joined him to
bring oxygen and other first aid equipment. The patients
were then transported back to the club where they were
monitored until an ambulance arrived. All patients were
discharged the same day.
Both Nathan and Liam showed maturity and expertise
beyond their years which in no doubt saved the lives of the
five girls.

January
Awarded to the Surf Life Saving Hawkes Bay Regional
Lifeguards on Marine Parade, for their physically and
emotionally demanding rescue.
January 28th 2008, Lifeguards Involved: Amy Vaughan, Sam
Riddell and Avril Turvey.
Lifeguards were alerted that a child was in the water some
distance down the beach. Two guards were sent on a quad
bike to assess the situation with others remaining at the
clubhouse to monitor calls to and from the police and other
Surf Club officials. While on their way down the coast line
they spotted a man in the water. One guard took a tube and
negotiated a large shore dump to reach him while the other
continued down the beach where he swam out to a child who
appeared unconscious. The child was brought to shore and
CPR was conducted. Unfortunately the child was pronounced
dead at the scene by ambulance officers.
Meanwhile, additional Lifeguards had arrived at the scene
and assisted the remaining guard through dangerous
conditions to return the other patient safely to shore. He
was later discharged from hospital.
Although one of the rescues was not successful, the manner
in which the guards responded to the rescue and the way
the situation was dealt with immediately after the traumatic
event were extremely professional.

All the guards and club members should be extremely proud
of their actions.

February
Lifeguards Involved: Jesse Pidgeon, Stefan Hollier
(United North Piha), David Butt, Matt Buswell
(Support One) and Ari Peach (Support 3).
On the morning of February 6th 2008 a report of a fisherman
being washed off the rocks at Bethells Beach was received
by United North Piha Lifeguard Jesse Pidgeon. Pidgeon
informed SurfCom and said that United would respond
with an IRB. Meanwhile SurfCom Operator Lindsay Egbers
dispatched the Support One RWC, manned by Matt Buswell
and David Butt from Muriwai Beach. The Westpac Rescue
Helicopter crewed with Support 3 Helicopter Lifeguard Ari
Peach was dispatched from Mechanics Bay.
Upon approaching the Southern end of Bethells Beach it
was ascertained that the best option was to drop Peach
from the helicopter into the heavy surf where the awaiting
United IRB would transport him to the cave entrance. After
searching inside the cave for a number of minutes, Peach
was able to locate a patient toward the rear of the cave in
almost complete darkness. Peach attached a rescue tube
and hauled the patient to the mouth of the cave, where
waves and currents made it impossible to exit. After many
attempts to get out of the mouth of the cave, David Butt left
the RWC and swam into the cave to assist Peach. Both Butt
and Buswell showed outstanding initiative in making this
decision. Butt assisted Peach in removing the patient with
a double tube tow. The patient was assessed in the IRB and
upon reaching shore was confirmed deceased.
The excellent team work demonstrated by these lifeguards
lead to a successful patient recovery in testing conditions
and gave the patient every chance of survival.

For every bottle of NIVEA Sun sold 25 cents is donated to SLSNZ

WHERE PROTECTION MEETS CARE
Proud sponsors of Surf Life Saving New Zealand

surf rescue : may ‘08
Naomi Fergusson
competing in a
triathalon, her
personal passion.

surf people
With two new faces
at the helm of Bay of
Plenty and Hawkes
Bay, it was about time
we found out what
makes them tick!

Megan
Cleverley
CEO, Surf Life Saving
Bay of Plenty

Naomi
Fergusson
District Manager, Surf Life
Saving Hawkes Bay

Nick name: None

Nick name: Nomes

Born: Christchurch

Born: Kaitaia

Star sign: Cancer

Star sign: Scorpio

Favourite food: A really good medium rare steak

Favourite food: Blue steak - still mooing

Favourite drink: Coruba

Favourite drink: I can’t pick just one! A nice

Favourite musician: Anything that sounds good on

chardonnay or maybe a gin and tonic. Mojitos if they

my i-pod for walking.

are made properly, maybe even a margarita…oooh or a

Favourite sportsperson: Peter Snell
Most inspirational leader: Nelson Mandela
Employment Previous: Sport Bay of Plenty

caipirinha. I’m suddenly a bit thirsty.
Favourite musician: Hmm… tough decision – before
a race Lincoln Park or Concorde Dawn but for chilling
out …John Butler Trio, Dave Matthews Band, Paulo

Qualifications: Bachelor of Business Studies degree

Nutini.

- Human Resource Management, and currently

Favourite sportsperson: Sam Warriner, or maybe

completing a Post Grad in Sport Management.
Interests outside SLS: My Family, study, and
athletes with disabilities

Dan Carter in his undies.
Most inspirational leader: I’ll stay away from politics
and say my coach – inspires me to believe I can do

What attracted you to SLS: It is a really good mix

more than I thought! He doesn’t let reality get in the

of my favourite places – the beach, and watching my

way of his optimism!

children have the opportunity to develop new skills

Employment Previous: Nimmo-Bell & Company

in what can be a very challenging environment.
Biggest employment challenge in the next 12
months: To ensure that my staff and volunteers do
not get “burnt out” over the next season!

(Agribusiness Consultancy)
Qualifications: BBS (Marketing), and part way
through Post Grad in Economics, which by the way is
an excellent cure for insomnia.
Interests outside SLS: Triathlon – lots of it!!
What attracted you to SLS: The opportunity to work
for a good cause – it’s the perfect mix of sport and
community good. I get to work with motivated people
who give something back to their community.
Biggest employment challenge in the next 12
months: Reducing our dependence on gaming funds,
but aside from that, finding time to sit my Lifeguard
Award!
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scott’s southern small talk:

a touch of french
in the south

a

ver wondered what
lifesaving is like in
the deep south? Don’t
worry we have resident
columnist Scott Weatherall
bridging the gap!

the beach, nor were there countless rescues,

At the conclusion of patrol on the Sunday with

Claire undertook some training and patrolled

all the thank yous and goodbyes complete

alongside some hardy young Brighton Surf

and Claire about to head home thinking

Lifeguards. Claire was surprised by their

what a quiet beach the Surf Lifeguards at

toughness, entering the water (only about 12

Brighton have, a very nasty southerly front

degrees) wearing Speedos and a DHL Surf

came through. Unfortunately, three fishing

Lifeguard Rash top while she had to borrow

Hi Members,

boats, one with SCUBA divers on board, were

a 7mm dive wetsuit. The scene was set for a

still out at sea (off Brighton Beach). Claire

My name is Scott Weatherall. I am a clubbie

weekend of patrolling on the mainland.

assisted in the coordination of a contingency

from down in the deep south being privileged

Claire undertook First Aid, Resus and

Rescue plan and just as the Lion Foundation

to be a member of the Brighton SLSC and,

AED training along with fancy Piha rescue

Rescue Helicopter arrived to uplift the rescue

as well as being the Lifesaving Advisory

techniques and flashy swimming skills,

swimmers to go and assist the boaties, the

Committee Convenor, at National Level, I am

which all the Surf Lifeguards found extremely

boats managed to sneak safely home. (Very

on the Lifesaving Advisory Committee and

valuable and refreshing. The young Surf

lucky they were too).

also represent SLSNZ on the Rescue Services

lifeguards really enjoyed Claire’s instruction

Committee (which is a sub committee of the

and her enthusiasm. She received plenty of

Government’s Drowning Prevention Strategy).

questions of course about Piha Rescue and

With the above involvements noted my most

Claire was only too happy to talk about her

treasured positions within Surf Life Saving are

experiences as a TV star. It was not difficult to

being a Volunteer Surf Lifeguard at my beach

see just why Claire received one of SLSNZ’s

Attached is a photo of Claire and a couple of

and being an Eventguard at Local, Regional

top accolades last summer: her enthusiasm,

young Brighton Clubbies standing near Big

and National Level.

dedication and skill in motivating our up and

Rock at Brighton Beach.

coming Surf Lifeguards was nothing short of

In it for life.

What an awesome experience we had at my

A: Claire French
pictured centre
with Brighton Club
members Shana
Pohe and Sarah
Taylor

Claire, thank you for everything you did while
on patrol at Brighton, you are a great role
model for Surf Life Saving and in particular the
young ladies in our movement.

little club recently, when our special guest

outstanding.

was one Claire French (SLSNZ Surf Lifeguard

Claire experienced and enjoyed a Brighton

Instructor of the Year), on patrol on Saturday

Patrol afternoon tea on the Sunday with some

29th and Sunday 30th of December 2007.

freshly cooked mussels (fresh from the rocks),

Scott was the 2005 NZLGB Lifeguard of the

Although the crowds were not flocking to

some Cheese Rolls and some popcorn.

year and 2007 NZ Volunteer of the Year.

Scottie Weatherall

surf club for kids
This summer Surf Life Saving New Zealand launched a new brand, Surf Club 174.
The family day at the beach is part of our culture more than ever. Surf Club 174 seeks
to take the beach and Surf Life Saving experience to the public and to schools.
tv programme
Cory Hutchings and Julia Toomey presented Surf Club 174 as a six week pilot this summer, beginning just after Christmas and
slotting into Studio 2’s traditional time - Fridays at 4.30pm. The show captured beach tips – body surfing, boogie boards and
education messages as the crew travelled to different beaches. A weekly sport event between eight Surf Life Saving Clubs brought
another dimension to it. Ratings were very good and a survey of viewers has given great feedback for next summer.

www.surfclub174.co.nz
The Surf Club 174 website is designed for kids - it’s an extension of the TV programme. Kids who register get a monthly
newsletter, with prize draws. Over the winter we’ll load up the site with video clips gathered from the TV show this summer.
Importantly, it has links to Surf Life Saving’s web page for teachers and children interested in Surf Life Saving and how to
get involved.

merchandise
The Warehouse supports Surf Club 174, selling a range of Boogie Boards and other merchandise. The Boards were great sellers
and we hope we can extend the range of Surf Club 174 items next summer.

south island surf league
A. Taylors Mistake
competitor leads
out the swim leg

Eight teams from Otago and Canterbury battled

Three District Representative teams also

it out over the rapid-fire 17 event format with

competed. Canterbury fielded an Under 19 and

consistent point scoring being the strategy to take

Otago named both an Under 19 and an Open, to

the overall title.

compete against the five Club teams. It was the

The competition for the Southern Surf League
Trophy in January was between four Club teams
and the All Stars Team – a team made up of
the smaller clubs. Defending champions South

Canterbury Under 19 team coached by Michael
Lord, and captained by Steven Kennedy that
scored the most points overall. They won three
events, placed second in four events and scored

Brighton got off to a good start winning the Beach

consistently well in most of the other events.

Relay. However, outside the beach events, they

Individual standout performances were delivered by

were unable to score consistent points.

the Waimairi canoe crew of Don McNeilly/Hayden

The battle that ensued was between Waimairi

Surgenor/Carl Righton/Mark Creswell and the All

and Taylors Mistake. Taylors led the way early,

Stars IRB crew of Scott Cousins, Blair Quane and

however they lost valuable ground in the beach

David Burr taking out all three IRB races.

and canoe events, where they scored few points.
This cost Taylors the win in the end and they
placed second overall.

South Brighton beach specialists Malcolm
MacDonald and Donna Lindsay dominated their
events. In the water and small craft events Taylors

Waimairi were particularly strong in the canoe

Mistake’s Megan Brooker and Peter Rattray stood

where their National Champs crew won both races,

out. For Canterbury Uunder 19s Pania Watson

and won the Ironman Relay (a relay event involving

(Waikuku Beach), Sinead Lomax and Casie Bowry

12 team members across seven disciplines),

(South Brighton) and Ben Phillips (Taylors Mistake)

showing the overall strength of a team. Captain

performed well. Otago Under 19s Ironman Sam

Don McNeilly was high in praise for his team and

McCutcheon and sprinter Joe Kemp will be names

the way they stuck to the task throughout the day.

to watch in the future.
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Our vision for 2011 is to be the leading
aquatic essential service in New Zealand.

SLS in New Zealand is in the best health of its almost

unfortunate the boy was to break his leg and not be

exact moment in time. A critical, unexpected event

100 year history!

able to walk and in fact he would be bed-ridden for

can appear out of nowhere to change the context and

many, many months. The boy once again shrugged

fortune radically and in some cases instantaneously.

and said... maybe.

Some newspaper headlines which overnight could

Soon after this incident war broke out in the country

change the current context or perspective for SLS in

and all available young men were called to war. Every

New Zealand might be:

young man from the village was taken to war and

• Newly elected National Government abolishes

• We have over 6 million dollars in combined
accumulated reserves
• Our membership numbers have increased 11% in
the past 12 months
• Our New Zealand Lottery Grants Board income has
risen 1 million dollars in the past 12 months
• Surf Life Saving is recognised by the NZ public as

unfortunately due to the ferocity of the war none of
them returned. All young men except, of course,

one of the most important not- for-profit

the broken-legged and bed-ridden boy, who was not

organizations in NZ

capable of leaving the village. The woman and older

• Piha Rescue out-rated every other NZ-made
documentary and TV programme in New Zealand
• Our revenue has increased 40% in the past
six years
This brings me to a famous ancient Chinese fable you
may or may not have heard of…
The scene is set in China in a small and impoverished
village where owning even one horse was like owning
100 gold bars. One day a wild horse turned up
unexpectedly at the poorest home in the village.
Everybody in the village said how lucky and fortunate
the family were to receive this good fortune. Everyone

men of the village said how lucky he was to have

gaming funding
• Five consecutive law suits against Lifeguards cause
mass volunteer resignations
• 10 Tourists die on beaches – Lifeguards not
adequately trained

broken his leg. The boy said… maybe.

• Lottery Grants Board funding decreases by 75%

SLS in New Zealand is in the best health of its almost

• Private providers replace SLS Club patrols

100 years history!… maybe.

• 10 Swimmers drown between the flags this year

In 2011 we will achieve our vision to be the leading
aquatic essential service in New Zealand... maybe.
When perceptions are at their highest and most
positive it is without a doubt the most vulnerable time
in any organisation’s life cycle. It is traditional that
when you take your eye off the ball and rest on your
laurels disaster is just around the corner.

• Plane crashes in Harbour - Lifeguards found
wanting
• Government centralises all Life saving services to
Drowning Prevention New Zealand Inc
• Resource Management Act rulings force all Surf
Club buildings off foreshores
When everybody says SLS is in good heart we owe it to
ourselves to ask what could happen and say ….maybe

Henry Ford said, “We are not changing or adding to

… and I certainly believe we are negligent if we don’t.

our range of black when we have the highest sales in

The purpose of this organisational development project

the World. Things have never been better.”

is exactly that, to ask ourselves… maybe.

Another famous Henry, Graham Henry said, “We have

Maybe we can do things better… maybe we can be

never been more prepared to win the Rugby World

more aligned… maybe we can be more efficient,

Cup.” If only they both had said or entertained the

…maybe we don’t have the right organisational

thought… maybe.

structures to ensure we can achieve our vision.

Everybody in the village couldn’t believe it and said

Now is the time for SLS to have the confidence to

There are no conclusions or preconceived ideas or

how incredibly fortunate the villagers were. Once again

review objectively how we currently operate and have

premeditated solutions. There are no agendas.

the youngest brother said… maybe.

the courage perhaps to change before it’s too late,

agreed except the youngest of the brothers in the
family. When told of the good fortune he said... maybe.
When that wild horse ran away and everyone in the
village said how unlucky they were, the boy said…
maybe. The following week that wild horse came back
with two more wild horses and this family in the eyes of
the villagers went again from rags to incredible riches.

The brothers regularly rode the horses and worked

before change is forced upon us by crisis.

All SLS asks of you is to have an open mind and
to support and contribute to the process we are

the fields with them; one day however, the youngest

A perceived healthy situation is all about context and

undertaking…when ultimately we ask ourselves the

brother fell off one of the wild horses and badly

like the farm with the seemingly fantastic acquisition

hardest question during the best possible times...maybe.

broke his leg. The good luck the horses had brought

of horses or the boy with the apparently misfortunate

the family was undone. All the villagers said how

situation of a broken leg - is only as it appears at that

groundswell
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groundswell
While Surf Life Saving currently enjoys general good health we cannot afford to become complacent, we
must change (and do things differently) in order to achieve our ambitious vision and ultimately ensure our
sustainability and relevance in the changing environment. The SLSNZ Board are leading this very important
piece of work that will hopefully positively position SLS for decades to come. Paul Veric has been employed to
deliver this 18 month Project. The full Terms of Reference for this Project and other key documents are located
at www.surflifesaving.org.nz/groundswell.
Project’s Key Messages
Surf Life Saving Vision: New Zealand’s leading aquatic
essential service.
Project’s Objective
Determining a way to effectively deliver Surf Life Saving
New Zealand’s Purpose to our community.

- Develop a means of streamlining administrative
processes for Districts and Clubs.
- Align with SLSNZ Districts and Clubs key framework
documents, policies, procedures and practices.

Strategic Priority #1 - Organisation
- To have all Clubs and Districts functioning efficiently
and effectively and committed to a ‘one organisation’
approach to our vision.

Project’s Critical Success Factors
- de-emphasis on the solution
- evidence based
- information sharing
- evaluate impact
- keep it simple
- positive relationships
- personal contact
- commitment to vision
- transparency
- trust

Strategic Initiatives
- Establish the most effective organisational structure
(Club, District, National) for the future of Surf Life
Saving in New Zealand.
- Provide Districts and Clubs with governance and
management support to enhance their performance.

Club and District Chairs are directly receiving regular
communication about this Project to share with their
respective committees/boards. We hope that all
our members are aware and supportive of ‘Project
Groundswell’ as we strive to deliver our essential
service to all New Zealanders effectively and efficiently!

Preventing drowning and injury in New Zealand.
Project’s Key Deliverables
The deliverables of this Project (this is as stated in the
SLS Strategic Plan) are:

Project Draft Timeline
nov 07

june 08

membership
survey

planning

club & district
workshops

jan 09
club & district
workshops

consultation & information
gathering

sep 09
club & district
conference

develop/build

april 10

slsnz agm

test

implement

evaluate

Performance

SLSNZ Performance Curve

optimal change point is now
work differently

complacency
work better
work harder

Time
For more information about ‘Organisational Development - Project Groundswell’ visit www.surflifesaving.org.nz or
contact: Paul Veric, Email: paul.veric@surflifesaving.org.nz, DDi: 04 382 7208
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ordinary new zealnders
doing extra-ordinary
things

out’n’about

1

2

5

6

17

3

4

7

8

9

11

12

13

10

14

15

16

18

19

20

21

23

22

the beautiful people: 1. Whangamata Surf Boat Spectacular - Red Beach Men 2. 1964 Chris Billing and team mates 3.
Julia Toomey and Wendy the SC174 car stuck in the sand at Mt Maunganui 4. Bethells Beach boat crew at the Piha Big Wave
Classic 5. Rebecca Nicholson from Dancing with the Stars, dances with Derek Anderson, General Manager DHL 6. Orewa
Under 21 Crew 7. Paul Cracroft-Wilson and Ben Willis competing in the flags at the Northern Regional Championships 8. 2008
NZCT Surf Lifesaving Championships - Dan Moodie receives his trophy for winning the Open Mens Ironman, second place
Michael Buck (mairangi Bay and third Mike Janes (midway) 9. Jim Campbell speaking at the 2007 BP Surf Rescue Awards
10. Winning Mt Maunganui Women’s boat crew 11. Kurt Wilson, Papamoa 12. Barry Cutfield wins the 50-59 year Masters
Beach Flags 13. The Muriwai SLSC patrol tower in its new position 14. Nothern Regional Championships - Open Womens Surf
Race. 15. Place getters in the 11year Womens Beach Sprint at the Southern Region Ocean Athletes 16. Rebecca Nicholson
dancing with a DHL staff member 17. Lilah Foote, Briar Macken and Rebekah Gee winner of the 2007 New Zealand Search
and Rescue Gold Award 18. Womens Tube Rescue Champions Katie Watts and Emma Crofskey with Patient Kent Fraser 19.
SLS Northern Region RWC and the Westpac Rescue Helicopter 20. Northern Regional Championships, Ben Willis versus Paul
1 judge Paul Mercurio 22. Whiritoa Senior
Cracroft Wilson 21. Cory Hutchings family on the set of Dancing with the Stars with
Guard School, instructors and candidates 23. Edendale School get involved in Bach 22 National Jandal Day

Advertising

ARANCIA RESCUE CRAFT
designed & developed for surf life saving

Proud to be associated with Surf Life Saving for over 25 years
Wilsco fuel tanks also available to order visit our website

www.arancia.co.nz for global & local shots of arancias in action
arancia industries LTD
PO box 56585
Dominion Road
Auckland
ph +64 9 815 0469
fx
+64 9 815 0468
mb +64 21 774 867
EM info@arancia.co.nz
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Dr Ian Mackie Medical Scholarship

Selection Process

Angela Lawson

Alex Chiet, Coach and High Performance Manager
alex.chiet@surflifesaving.org.nz

The first tenure of the Dr. Ian Mackie Medical Fellowship has recently been

We thought it would be a good

Alex Chiet, the SLSNZ Coach and High

completed. As the inaugural recipient, I have participated in International Lifesaving

opportunity to update the membership

Performance Manager oversees the

Federation (ILS) meetings and been exposed to the structure and workings of both

in regard to NZ Squad and Team

HP programme including NZ athletes,

the ILS and the Medical Committee. This has stimulated my interest in research

selection from the high performance

management and the selectors. There

and increased my commitments to Surf Life Saving New Zealand (SLSNZ). In

side of things, in order to help

are three selectors, one of which

addition to all the academic sponge-work, I met some incredible people with a

members understand that there is a

must be the current national coach,

process in place and the event specific

who deliberate over all the selection

complexities that the selectors juggle to

possibilities and alternatives. Each of

find the right match for each event.

the three selectors has voting rights and

tremendous passion for lifesaving issues and the astounding thing was that most of
them are volunteers like us.
Dr. Ian Mackie was the inaugural chairman of the ILS Medical Commission from
1995 to 1999. This involvement began with his National Medical Advisor positions
for Surf Life Saving Australia and Royal Life Saving Australia which began in 1976,
and 14 years of membership on the Australian Resuscitation Council.
As the Dr. Ian Mackie Fellow, I found it interesting to see how the members of the
ILS responded to having a youth in their midst. They understand how important
it is to engage young people to ultimately ensure the survival of our organisations
(worldwide) and the continuity of our work to prevent drowning and injury.
Dr. Ian Mackie emphasised that “the most important gift you can give a young
person is time”. The simplest thing each of us can do to ensure the legacy of
lifesaving remains, is to take on the task of developing the wisdom and capabilities
of a young person within our organisation.
Angela Lawson is a member of Levin-Waitarere and Paekakariki Surf Life Saving
Clubs. She was selected for the ILS Dr Ian Mackie Medical Fellowship in 2005 and
is a past member of the SLSNZ Leadership Group. Angela is studying medicine at
the University of Otago.

Currently the SLSNZ High Performance
Squad is selected and revised after each
National Championships in March. The
pinnacle event in the High Performance
calendar is the World Championships
every two years. This is the main event
the selectors are looking at from a talent
identification perspective. The other two

ensures that there is no bias from a
single selector. The selectors and the
SLSNZ management team members are
appointed every two years in line with
each World Championships campaign.

are the International Surf Challenge

is a very complex formula with many

(ISC) and the International Pool

variables that the selectors have to

Challenge (IPC) that run every year

take into consideration. The selectors

outside of the World Championships

look at the athletes available and

year. The ISC and the IPC are seen as

need to decide the best method of

important international competitions

accumulating the most possible points

but mostly as an opportunity to develop

throughout the event. The points at

athletes and combinations for the next

Worlds are given out on a 50:50 ratio

world championships which is always

between the beach and the pool, and

the number one priority.

in every event each country must enter

Sport and Recreation New Zealand
(SPARC), due to the number of
countries that participate in the event.
SLSNZ’s performance and success at
this event is paramount, as funding
for our High Performance programme

HAVE A SAFE SURF SEASON

selectors it makes the process fair and

The nature of selection for Worlds itself

International event recognised by

price on enquiry - email foxeng.nz@xtra.co.nz

of teams and squads. By having three

events on the high performance radar

The World Championships is the only

IRB Trailer
IRB Light Board
Motor Trolley
Patrol Flag Poles
Patrol Flag Tripod
Signs Danger
Rip Danger
Swim between the flags
Patrol Board Stand
Custom-made Gear Trailers

the group decide on the final selections

two athletes and both athletes can
accumulate points (not just the highest
place getter). This is why the make
up of the team is very complex as you
can’t necessarily take the best athlete
in a particular event if they do not have
the ability and flexibility to gain points
for the team in other places.

and individual athletes is tagged to

There is not as much room for event

success at this event. For example

specialists outside of the beach

Performance Enhancement Grants

sprinters and flaggers in the team,

(PEGs), PM Scholarships and general

hence you are unlikely to see a Worlds

programme funding.

team with a specialist ski paddler

There is now a SLSNZ Selection
Regulation on the SLSNZ website under
Sport > High Performance > selection
policies. This regulation outlines
the selection process in a clear and
transparent manner for all athletes,
coaches and members in general
to refer to. There are also individual
selection criteria for each national team
or squad that is selected.

named, unless that athlete can offer
something somewhere else. They are
only contributing to points in 1 or 2
events. In saying that, there is still an
avenue for specialist ski paddlers and
boat rowers, and that is selection and
competition at the ISC, as the team
make up and events are different to
the Worlds.

safer beaches.
For over 40 years we’ve been
helping to keep beaches safe.
So thanks to our people in
yellow and red.....and green.

Whether you’re a
Lifeguard, Instructor,
Coach, Official or
Administrator the
time you give is your
investment in the
safety and wellbeing of
all New Zealanders.
It’s an investment in
life whatever your level
of involvement.

preventing drowning and
injury in new zealand
For further information about Surf Life Saving or for
contact details of your nearest Surf Life Saving Club visit
the Surf Life Saving website

www.surflifesaving.org.nz

